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Direct and indirect capture of carriers into the lasing ground state
and the light-current characteristic of quantum dot lasers
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We calculate the light-current characteristic (LCC) of a quantum dot (QD) laser under the conditions

of both direct and indirect capture of carriers from the optical confinement layer into the lasing ground

state in QDs. We show that direct capture is a dominant process determining the ground-state LCC.

Only when direct capture is slow, the role of indirect capture (capture into the QD excited state and

subsequent intradot relaxation to the ground state) becomes important. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4868472]

I. INTRODUCTION

Excited states in quantum dots (QDs) strongly affect

the operation of QD lasers.1–18 In Refs. 19–21, the light-

current characteristic (LCC) of semiconductor lasers (the

optical power as a function of the pump current) was calcu-

lated considering only direct capture of carriers from the

optical confinement layer (OCL) into the lasing state in a

quantum-confined active region. In Ref. 9, the LCC of a QD

laser was studied assuming only an indirect (excited-state-

mediated) mechanism of capture into the QD ground state.

In this work, we calculate the LCC of a QD laser under real-

istic conditions of both direct and indirect capture into the

lasing ground state in QDs. We focus here on the effects of

carrier exchange between a bulk OCL and zero-dimensional

QDs and intradot relaxation. We show that, while indirect

capture (capture into the QD excited state and subsequent

intradot relaxation to the ground state) plays a part in deter-

mining the ground-state LCC, the role of direct capture is

dominant.

II. RATE EQUATIONS MODEL

We use the following set of steady-state rate equations:

for free carriers in the OCL (@nOCL=@t ¼ 0),

j

eb
� rn2vn

NS

b
ð1� fn2ÞnOCL þ rn2vnn2

NS

b
fn2

�rn1vn

NS

b
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NS

b
fn1 � Bn2
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(1)

for carriers confined in the QD excited state

[2 ðNS=bÞ @fn2=@t ¼ 0],

rn2vn
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for carriers confined in the QD ground state

[2 ðNS=bÞ @fn1=@t ¼ 0],

rn1vn

NS

b
ð1� fn1ÞnOCL � rn1vnn1

NS

b
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s21

�NS
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(3)

and for photons (@N1=@t ¼ 0),

vggmax
1 ð2fn1 � 1ÞN1 � vgb N1 ¼ 0; (4)

where nOCL is the free-carrier density in the OCL, fn1 and fn2

are the occupancies of the ground and excited state in a QD,

and N1 is the number of photons in the ground-state lasing

mode.

The parameters in Eqs. (1)–(4) are as follows: j is the

injection current density, e is the electron charge, b is the

OCL thickness, vn is the free-carrier thermal velocity in

the OCL, NS is the surface density of QDs, B is the spontane-

ous radiative recombination constant for the OCL, sQD1 and

sQD2 are the spontaneous radiative recombination lifetimes

via the QD ground and excited state, S¼WL is the cross sec-

tion of the junction, W is the lateral size of the device, and L
is the cavity length.

To adequately describe the carrier exchange between

the OCL and QDs, we use the cross-sections rn1 and rn2 of

carrier capture from the OCL into the QD ground and excited

state.

The quantities n1 and n2 entering into the rates of ther-

mal escape of carriers from the QD ground and excited state

to the OCL [see Eqs. (1)–(3)] are given by n1 ¼
N3D

c exp ð�En1=TÞ and n2 ¼ N3D
c exp ð�En2=TÞ, where En1

and En2 are the energies of carrier excitation from the QD

ground and excited state to the OCL (Fig. 1), and T is the

temperature (in units of energy).

In Eqs. (2) and (3), s12 is the upward (ground-to-excited

state) transition time and s21 is the excited-to-ground state

relaxation time in a QD. The detailed balance condition

yields the following relationship between these intradot

times:
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s12 ¼ s21 exp
En1 � En2

T

� �
: (5)

In Eqs. (3) and (4), vg is the group velocity of light, gmax
1

is the maximum modal gain of ground-state lasing,22

b¼ (1/L) ln(1/R) is the mirror loss, and R is the facet

reflectivity.

We use quadratic (in free-carrier density nOCL and

confined-carrier level occupancies fn1 and fn2) rates [the last terms

in the left-hand sides of Eqs. (1) and (2) and the fifth term in the

left-hand side of Eq. (3)] for spontaneous radiative recombination

in the OCL and QDs, since this process is bimolecular.22

We focus here on the effects of carrier capture into QDs

and intradot relaxation on the lower- (ground-) state lasing,

and, for this reason, we do not consider the stimulated emis-

sion via the upper (excited) state in QDs. To rule out the stimu-

lated emission via the excited state in QDs, we set the

maximum modal gain via excited-state transitions lower than

the mirror loss b. Correspondingly, our model does not incor-

porate the onset of excited-state lasing with increasing pump

current, simultaneous two (or even more) state lasing, or

quenching of ground-state lasing—see, e.g., Refs. 1–8 and

Refs. 10–18 for discussion of these and other interesting phe-

nomena occuring due to the presence of excited states in QDs.

Our model does not also include the electron-hole asym-

metry. Consideration of the electron-hole asymmetry would

involve at least seven rate equations instead of four equations

(1)–(4).

Solving the set of rate equations (1)–(4) and finding the

number of photons N1 in the lasing mode will give us the

output optical power of the laser,

P ¼ �hx vg bN1 ¼ �hx
N1

sph

; (6)

where �hx is the energy of photons emitted via the ground-

state transitions and we introduced the photon lifetime in the

cavity,

sph ¼
1

vg b
: (7)

III. SOLUTIONS OF RATE EQUATIONS

As seen from Eq. (4), for the number of photons to be

nonzero (N1 6¼ 0), the condition of equality of the gain to the

loss should hold

gmax
1 ð2fn1 � 1Þ ¼ b ; (8)

which immediately yields the following expression for the

ground-state level occupancy in QDs:

fn1 ¼
1

2
1þ b

gmax
1

� �
: (9)

As seen from Eq. (9), fn1 does not depend on j, i.e., is

pinned at its threshold value. In contrast to fn1, as shown

below [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)], the excited-state level occupancy

FIG. 1. Carrier excitation energies En1 and En2 from the QD ground and

excited state to the OCL. For the QD laser structures considered in this pa-

per, En1¼ 49 meV and En2¼ 23 meV.

FIG. 2. Excited-state level occupancy in QDs (a), free-carrier density in the

OCL (b), and internal differential quantum efficiency (c) vs. excess of the

injection current density over the threshold current density for different val-

ues of the capture cross-section rn1 into the QD ground state. The horizontal

dashed-dotted line in (a) shows the ground-state level occupancy. The values

of parameters rn1, rn2, and s21 are indicated in the inset to (b).
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in QDs, fn2, and the free-carrier density in the OCL, nOCL,

increase with j above the lasing threshold.

We use the following approach to solving the rate equa-

tions: we express nOCL and the number of photons N1 in

terms of fn2, and then obtain a single equation for finding fn2

[Eq. (13) below].

From Eq. (2), the free-carrier density in the OCL can be

written as follows in terms of fn2:

nOCLðfn2Þ ¼ n2

fn2

1� fn2

þ 1

rn2vn

1

1� fn2

� fn2ð1� fn1Þ
s21

� fn1ð1� fn2Þ
s12

þ f 2
n2

sQD2

" #
: (10)

From Eq. (3), we have for the number of photons

N1ðfn2Þ ¼
�
sphNSS rn1vnð1� fn1Þ nOCLðfn2Þ � rn1vnn1fn1

þ fn2ð1� fn1Þ
s21

� fn1ð1� fn2;Þ
s12

� f 2
n1

sQD1

�
:

(11)

An expression for N1 equivalent to Eq. (11) can also be

obtained by adding Eqs. (2) and (3)

N1ðfn2Þ ¼ sphNSS

�
½rn1vnð1� fn1Þ nOCLðfn2Þ � rn1vnn1fn1�

þ ½rn2vnð1� fn2Þ nOCLðfn2Þ � rn2vnn2fn2�

� f 2
n1

sQD1

� f 2
n2

sQD2

�
: (12)

Adding equations (1), (2), and (3), we can naturally

express the injection current density as a sum of the current

densities of spontaneous recombination in the OCL and in

QDs (the first three terms in the right-hand side below) and

stimulated recombination in QDs (the last term)

j ¼ ebBn2
OCLðfn2Þ þ eNS

f 2
n1

sQD1

þ eNS

f 2
n2

sQD2

þ e

S

N1ðfn2Þ
sph

: (13)

Equation (13) [wherein nOCL(fn2) and N1(fn2) are given

by Eqs. (10) and (11), respectively] presents the injection

current density j as an explicit function of the excited-state

level occupancy in QDs fn2. We need to find the inverse

function, i.e., fn2 versus j. In terms of fn2, Eq. (13) can be pre-

sented as a quartic equation. Solving this equation, we obtain

fn2(j); then, using Eqs. (10) and (11), we calculate nOCL(j)
and N1(j), and finally P(j) [see Eq. (6)].

Equation (13) can also be written as

j ¼ jth þ DjsponðjÞ þ jstimðjÞ; (14)

where

jth ¼ eNS

f 2
n1

sQD1

þ eNS

f 2
n2; th

sQD2

þ ebBn2
OCL; th (15)

is the threshold current density (see Appendix for the expres-

sions for the free-carrier density in the OCL nOCL, th and the

excited-state level occupancy in QDs fn2, th at the lasing

threshold),

DjsponðjÞ ¼
eNS

sQD2

½ f 2
n2ðjÞ � f 2

n2; th� þ ebB ½n2
OCLðjÞ � n2

OCL; th�

(16)

is the raise in the spontaneous radiative recombination cur-

rent density above the lasing threshold, and

jstimðjÞ ¼
e

S

N1ðjÞ
sph

(17)

is the stimulated recombination current density.

For the internal differential quantum efficiency (effi-

ciency of stimulated recombination),23 we have

gintðjÞ ¼
jstimðjÞ
j� jth

¼ 1� DjsponðjÞ
j� jth

¼ 1�
eNS

sQD2
½ f 2

n2ðjÞ � f 2
n2; th� þ ebB ½n2

OCLðjÞ � n2
OCL; th�

j� jth

:

(18)

IV. DISCUSSION

For our calculations, we use a GaInAsP heterostructure

operating at room-temperature.24,25 The lasing wavelength is

near 1.55 lm. The maximum gain for the ground-state

transitions gmax
1 ¼ 29.52 cm�1, which corresponds to 10%

QD-size fluctuations and surface density of QDs NS¼ 6.11

� 1010 cm�2. We assume the mirror loss b¼ 10 cm�1 (for

as-cleaved facet reflectivity R¼ 0.32, this corresponds to the

cavity length L¼ 1.139 mm). The OCL thickness

b¼ 0.28 lm and the lateral size W¼ 2 lm.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the excited-state level occu-

pancy in QDs and the free-carrier density in the OCL

against excess of the injection current density over the

threshold current density. As seen from the figures, carriers

accumulate in non-lasing states in the OCL and QDs above

the lasing threshold—both fn2 and nOCL raise with j. The

accumulation is due to delay in carrier delivery (capture and

intradot relaxation) from these non-lasing states into the las-

ing state in QDs. When the capture into the QD ground state

is very fast (curve 1 in the figures), fn2 and nOCL are practi-

cally constant.

Figure 2(c) shows the internal differential quantum effi-

ciency against excess injection current density for different

values of the capture cross-section rn1 into the QD ground

state. As seen from the figure, gint decreases with increasing

j. As clear from Eq. (18), this decrease is related to a raise

Djspon in the spontaneous radiative recombination current

density above the lasing threshold caused in turn by a raise

in fn2 and nOCL. With making faster the direct capture

(increasing rn1), fewer carriers are accumulated in

non-lasing states thus reducing Djspon and enhancing gint. At

very fast direct capture [curve 1 in Fig. 2(c)], gint is almost

unchanged with increasing j.
The output optical power vs. excess of the injection

current density j over the threshold current density jth is

103105-3 Y. Wu and L. V. Asryan J. Appl. Phys. 115, 103105 (2014)
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shown in Fig. 3 for wide ranges of parameters rn1, rn2, and

s21. In Fig. 3(a), rn1 is different for different curves, while

rn2 and s21 are fixed. In Fig. 3(b), rn2 is different for differ-

ent curves, while rn1 and s21 are fixed. In Fig. 3(c), s21 is

different for different curves, while rn1 and rn2 are fixed.

With increasing either rn1 or rn2 and with decreasing s21,

the LCC becomes more linear and the output power

becomes higher at the same value of j � jth. As seen from

Fig. 3(a), the effect of direct capture (capture into the QD

ground state) on the LCC is strong. The role of indirect cap-

ture (capture into the QD excited state and subsequent intradot

relaxation), as seen from Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), becomes impor-

tant only when direct capture is slow. In order to show a no-

ticeable change in the LCC in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), we used a

small rn1 and varied rn2 and s21 within entire ranges of their

possible values [rn2—from infinity (instantaneous capture into

the excited state) to zero (no capture into the excited state),

s21—from zero (instantaneous intradot relaxation) to infinity

(no intradot relaxation)].

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have calculated the LCC of a QD laser under the con-

ditions of both direct and indirect capture of carriers from the

OCL into the lasing ground state in QDs. We have shown that

direct capture is a dominant process determining the ground-

state LCC. Only when direct capture is slow, the role of indi-

rect capture (capture into the excited state and subsequent

intradot relaxation to the ground state) becomes important.
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APPENDIX: EXCITED-STATE LEVEL OCCUPANCY IN
QDS AND FREE-CARRIER DENSITY IN THE OCL AT
THE LASING THRESHOLD

At the lasing threshold, the number of photons N1¼ 0.

The free-carrier density in the OCL at the lasing threshold

can be obtained from either of equations (10), (11), or (12).

Correspondingly, we have the following three equivalent

expressions for nOCL; th:

nOCL; th ¼ n2

fn2;th

1� fn2;th
þ 1

rn2vn

1

1� fn2;th

� fn2;thð1� fn1Þ
s21

� fn1ð1� fn2;thÞ
s12

þ
f 2
n2;th

sQD2

" #
;

(A1)
nOCL; th ¼ n1

fn1

1� fn1

þ 1

rn1vnð1� fn1Þ

� fn1ð1� fn2;thÞ
s12

� fn2;thð1� fn1Þ
s21

þ f 2
n1

sQD1

" #
;

(A2)

nOCL; th ¼
rn1vnn1fn1 þ rn2vnn2fn2;th þ

f 2
n1

sQD1

þ
f 2
n2;th

sQD2

rn1vnð1� fn1Þ þ rn2vnð1� fn2;thÞ
: (A3)

Equalizing (A1) and (A2), we obtain the following

quadratic equation in the excited-state level occupancy fn2, th

in QDs at the lasing threshold:

FIG. 3. Light-current characteristic of a QD laser. The abscissa shows the

excess of the injection current density over the threshold current density—

that is why all the curves start from the origin. In (a), rn1 is different for dif-

ferent curves, while rn2 and s21 are fixed. In (b), rn2 is different for different

curves, while rn1 and s21 are fixed. In (c), s21 is different for different

curves, while rn1 and rn2 are fixed. The values of parameters rn1, rn2, and

s21 are indicated in the corresponding insets.
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1� fn1
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rn2 �
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Only one of the roots of Eq. (A4) is real, positive, and

smaller than unity, and hence is physical.

With the solution of Eq. (A4) for fn2, th and either of

expressions (A1), (A2), or (A3) for nOCL, th, we calculate the

threshold current density [see Eq. (15)].

If the carrier capture/escape into/from a QD is excited-

state-mediated only (i.e., rn1¼ 0), the expression for fn2, th

considerably simplifies

fn2; th ¼
1

ð1� fn1Þ s12

s21
þ fn1

fn1 þ
s12

sQD1

f 2
n1

� �
: (A5)

In this case, Eq. (A3) for nOCL, th becomes

nOCL; th ¼ n2

fn2;th

1� fn2;th
þ 1

rn2vn

1

1� fn2;th

f 2
n1

sQD1

þ
f 2
n2;th

sQD2

 !
:

(A6)
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